
  
 

GOING DEEPER OPTIONAL READING:  Read chapter 4 of The 
Good and Beautiful Life by James Bryan Smith (available for 
purchase in the hallway).  

 
Soul Training Exercises:   

• Keeping the “Sabbath Day” is an exercise in trust and rest.  It is an 
important soul training exercise to help us better deal with our 
anger.   

• Since anger is about unmet expectations and fear, willfully resting 
and trusting in God helps satisfy our heart. 

• What are your “trust and rest” patterns and training practices? 
• What practices replenish your heart with God-given joy? 
 

With a friend or group: 
• How does Jesus’ Kingdom message help us in our anger?  First 

consider the whole... 
Context:   The Kingdom Is Here:  Rely On Jesus (Matt. 4:12-25)  
I. The Kingdom is not ACHIEVED by elite religious people; ordinary broken people 

are invited to RECEIVE IT then shine with a brighter brightness than those who 
think they are the “Religious elite” (5: 1– 20).  

II. Those who receive the Kingdom are changed from the INSIDE OUT  (5: 20– 48).  
III. The old OUTSIDE IN approach to Virtue is contrasted with the new INSIDE OUT 

approach (Matt. 6).  
IV. “Judging” Does Not Help People; Prayerful Love Does (Matt. 7: 1– 12) 
V. Build Life On The Rock By Trusting The King (7:13-29) 

• ....Then read Matthew 5:20-26 and discuss key points 
• Have you ever experienced the flipping of the switch from Mr. 

Nice-Guy to Mr. Mean-Guy?  Did you open the hood?  Identify the 
problem?  Call the Soul Mechanic? 

• How could the Soul Mechanic possibly help when you are crazy 
mad?   

• When do you struggle with the assurance that you are upheld and 
maintained by the grace of God rather than the strength and 
craftiness of your own efforts?   

• How is our need to control (unmet expectations) and fear like 
playing the role of God?   

• How might the training exercise of Sabbath rest break this habit? 
 

Get To The Heart Of 
The Matter On Anger 
 
Series:  Apprentice II-Life On The Rock 
Presenter: Jim Hammond 
Text:  Matthew 5:20-26 
 
 

FOCUS:   Jesus helps us get to the heart of the matter on anger. 

I.  THE __________ _____________ RESPONSE 
STAGE 

A. Good Steps: ________, ________________, 

____________________________ 

B. Bad Steps:  __________..., ______ ________ 

______ ________________ 

II . BAD STEPS STAGES  

STAGE 1:  __________ ____________ _________ 

STAGE 2:  ________________ 

STAGE 3:  _____________, _________________, 

__________________ 

 

Soul Training Exercises:  Week 2 

 

Today’s message and many more are available online at www.vvchristianchurch.net. 
 
If you would like a CD or DVD of today’s message, write your request on the back of your attendance card, and 
place it in the offering plate.  Your CD or DVD will be at the Connection Central desk in the Connection Hallway 
next Sunday.  We suggest a $2 donation per DVD and a $1 donation per CD. 


